US National Standard
in Culture
Additions to the

US Constitution

NOSTREDAME: In meeting after meeting for myself and
Mother Mary and Archangel Raphael and the typist. The
Seasoned Colonialists have also been present and the sheriff
of Jarvis Raymond.
In finding synonyms for the word “Bill of Rights”,
along with the word “contingency to be in the Atom”, we
came up with words such as accouplement, confluence,
concatenation, concurrence, compact, equipage, propriety,
redress, conditional within certain limits, provisional,
substantive.
It is not “justifiable in accordance with duty” nor “rights and
responsibilities”.
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Nancy of Oregon: This is not a right. 

MOTHER MARY: This is from the illegal
aliens from Mexico in the millions in the
United States. The right has been
subversive in the United States, and they
use freedom of speech and assembly as their right and it is
but subversive use of anarchy. Freedom of speech and
assembly is not a “right” but a contingency.

NOSTREDAME: We then having considered the following
additions to the US Constitution.
1. Military Law Council Courts have power in the higher
must go higher and the lower must go lower in
colonization.
2. Witness reporting based on tone not just words.
3. Organized crime and organized crime systems kill.
4. Military Law Council or King-Queen practices not
fornication or torture.
5. In colonization and its institutions of the States under
Military Law Council, the higher must go higher the
lower must go lower.
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It is therefore, that we would put what had been termed
“Rights” under colonization now.
There will be of colonization
 Allegiance and loyalty to Mother of Eagles and not
to Communism or Legislative law.
 Moral education, historical lesson education. Higher
education goal to make better citizens.
 In colonization, the marriage of Canon Law.
 Safe passage in life, liberty and pursuit of happiness
on National Standard of Mother Eagle in Ten
Commandments and Galatians 5:16-21. Furthermore
National Religion is Christ Standard.
 National Standard of work and work ethic.
 National Standard against terrorism to Atom.
 Organized crime and criminal systems kill.
 Military research and rectitude on culture and social
law to be in meeting of National Standard.

MOTHER MARY: You can see that this will alleviate much
of the fear and concern over the previous European, Asia
or African concerns over a tyrannical government. As
given here, the lower must go lower, the higher must go
higher.
ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL: Where you have a tyrannical
government, the higher must go higher, the lower must
go lower.
Mathzedes: The simple example is cannibalism. Red China
practices cannibalism. How is it that the United States be
renamed to Hong Kong, that it would become a colony to
Red China who practices cannibalism?
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NOSTREDAME: This was shown in the China famine
induced by Mao Tse Tung. This was shown in the
thousands of US military men who were forced to kill
someone in jihad by NATO German commanders. The dead
Americans were forced to eat the meat of US soldiers! They
were cut up and cooked and served in cannibalism in these
last few decades!
NATHAN the Judge: Then there is what Germany, Red
China, Canada and Mexico sought to induce a famine in the
United States by poisoning the Monsanto seeds in 2016-17.
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